Middle School Supply List 2021-2022

6th grade:
- For Science & Geography- a 3-ring (1/2” binder) or larger shared binder for both together 1"
- For Language Arts – a 3-ring (1”) binder
- For Math-Binder (1/2 in) white with front cover sleeve, Dividers (3)
- Pencils and Pens (have colored pens for checking/correcting work)
- Highlighters
- Pack of colored pencils
- Pack of wide-ruled Paper
- Earbuds for listening activities on their tablet
- *Homework/Organizer Planner* please only purchase in the Viking Store so that all students have the same one.

7th & 8th grades General:
- Basic Earbuds to attach to Tablet for listening exercises
- Highlighters
- Pack of colored pencils
- Pencils and pens (including a red pen)
- 3-ring binder that can contain two subjects (so purchase dividers also)
- One pack of paper and folder to keep papers
- English- marble composition notebook

Math Specific:
- Pre-Algebra 7th grade and Algebra I 7th and 8th grade- TI-84 calculator**
- Math 7- quad ruled notebook and folder for some handouts
- Pre-Algebra 8- compass, protractor, basic calculator (does not need to be graphing)
- H. Geometry – TI-84 calculator, compass, protractor, metric ruler

**The graphing calculator is an expensive purchase but will be used in math/science classes throughout high school.